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Abstract

This paper presents the design and implementation
of artistic effects in modelling and rendering of volume
datasets. Following different stages of a volume-based
graphics pipeline, we examine various properties of volume
data, and illustrate how expressive and non-photorealistic
effects can be implemented. We demonstrate that the true
3D nature of volume data makes it particularly applicable
for this use, allowing the addition of complex effects at the
modelling stage as well as during rendering.

1. Introduction

The advances in computer graphics have successfully
produced a huge collection of techniques for synthesising
photorealistic images. In particular, these techniques have
become essential tools in areas such as computer-aided de-
sign, computer games, virtual environments, scientific vi-
sualisation and medical imaging. In recent years, the surge
of applications in the entertainment and art world directed
a substantial amount of research efforts towards expressive
modelling and non-photorealistic (NPR) rendering. The
most representative work includes: Strassman’s painstak-
ing model of a real life brush [1], Haeberli’s and Mier’s oil
paintings [2, 3], Curtis’ watercolour imitations [4], Sousa
and Buchanan’s work on pencil drawings [5, 6] and a
variety of methods for generating pen-and-ink style im-
ages [7, 8, 9, 10]. Almost all these techniques were de-
signed for surface-based graphics objects, and were inte-
grated with traditional surface-based graphics pipelines.

The past decade has witnessed significant advances in
volume visualisation [11, 12, 13], driven mainly by applica-
tions such as medical imaging and scientific computation.
The work in this field has produced a number of volume
rendering methods that enable 3D information in a volume
dataset to be selectively rendered into 2D images. A volume
dataset facilitates a true 3D representation of the interior,
as well as the exterior, of an object. Volume datasets are

commonly found in a multi-valued and multivariate form
(e.g. the visible human dataset [14]), where the geometri-
cal and physical properties (such as colour, opacity, density,
etc.) of an object are defined upon a point set in a consis-
tent manner. Hence a volume representation often contains
more information than a surface representation, and can be
used to generate potentially more interesting artistic effects.
With modern computer hardware, volume-based modelling
and rendering can easily be performed on an ordinary work-
station, and is beginning to evolve into a general purpose
graphics technique [15, 16]. Figure 1 typifies such an evo-
lution with two images: (a) an image generated as a visuali-
sation of an MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) dataset, (b)
an artistic image synthesised from a graphics scene com-
posed of multiple volume objects, some of which were built
from a CT (computed tomography) dataset. Both synthe-
sised using volume datasets but represent entirely different
objectives.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. From visualisation to graphics.

Some efforts have been made to introduce NPR tech-
niques in aid of volume visualisation [17, 18, 19, 20]. How-
ever, more serious efforts are necessary for integrating vari-
ous artistic effects systematically into a software framework
for volume-based techniques. It is such a need that moti-
vated our investigation into artistic modelling and rendering
of volume representations.

This paper presents a study on a volume-based graph-



ics pipeline with special reference to the place of expressive
and NPR effects within its structure. Each component of the
pipeline will be examined in turn, and discussions made of
how artistic effects can be introduced at that stage. In par-
ticular, we focus on several modelling and rendering tech-
niques that are important in the context of volume datasets.
We use the term filter as an abstract notion to discuss various
algorithms involved in the artistic modelling and rendering
of volume datasets. Throughout the paper, we consciously
confine the use of the adjective non-photorealistic (NPR) to
the simulation of various hand painting effects, such as pen-
and-ink drawing, and employ the adjective expressive to im-
ply surreal features, such as object and viewing deforma-
tion, which may be rendered using either photorealistic or
non-photorealistic methods. These effects are collectively
referred to as artistic effects.

2. A Volume-Based Pipeline for Synthesising
Artistic Images

In this section we will discuss the general structure of
a volume-based graphics pipeline, as shown in Figure 2,
where dark boxes highlight operational components that in-
corporate artistic modelling and rendering features. At the
higher level, it is similar in form to its surface based ana-
logue. In essence it is broken down into three main stages,
namely modelling space, rendering space, and image space.
Each of these stages facilitates the generation of different
classes of effects. This is determined by the amount and
type of information available at each stage as well as the
operations performed therein. The characteristics of each
stage of the pipeline are described in the rest of this section,
while the methods and algorithms operated at each stage
will be discussed in Sections 3, 4 and 5 respectively.

Figure 2. A volume-based graphics pipeline.

2.1. Modelling Space

A general volume representation V consists of a point
set P , and a d-dimensional vector of values fx1; x2; :::; xdg

defined at each point p 2 P , and a set of interpolation func-
tions I1; I2; :::; Id. Each interpolation function Ii is speci-
fied upon all values Xi = fxig in the ith dimension, and
it defines a value at every point in the volume. In other
words, Ii defines a scalar field, and V is thus a discrete
specification of d scalar fields. The most commonly-used
volume representation is a multi-valued representation that
contains a regular grid of voxels, each is associated with a
value x 2 R or I. The values at non-grid points are usually
obtained using tri-linear interpolation of neighbouring vox-
els. The most significant feature of such a volume model
is its homogeneous data organisation that facilitates simple
data structures and efficient implementation. Our pipeline
was primarily designed and implemented based on a mul-
tivariate extension of this representation. It also accepts
mathematical and procedural specifications of scalar fields
as input.

Modelling tasks are typically conducted in the local sub-
space for each volume as well as the world subspace for an
entire scene. Let us consider the functionality of these sub-
spaces as two filters FL and FW in an abstract term. The
primary role of FL is to preprocess each raw dataset, and
prepare a volume object V that comprises necessary object
attributes to be used later in the rendering space. These at-
tributes may include: Xgeo, Xopacity, Xred, Xgreen and
Xblue. Xgeo is usually acquired as raw data, and is used
to define iso-surfaces, normals and mappings in data clas-
sification. In addition, there are also attributes associated
to the whole volume object, such as texture identifier and
parameters. We use Oatt to denote these attributes col-
lectively. We thereby consider FL as a mapping from a
raw dataset to an volume object, O = hOatt; P;Xgeo;

Xopacity; Xred; Xgreen; Xbluei. Given a set of volume ob-
jects O1; O2; :::; On, FW is a mapping from these objects to
a scene, S = hSatt; O

0

1; O
0

2; :::; O
0

ni, where Satt denotes a
collection of scenery attributes such as light sources.

Any artistic effect which is introduced at the modelling
stage will normally remain whatever other effects are intro-
duced later, and will maintain its viewing consistency and
coherency regardless of the viewing system.

2.2. Rendering Space

The concept of rendering space used in this paper en-
compasses two aspects of direct volume rendering, namely
the viewing subspace and the ray subspace. Operations
in these two subspaces are intrinsically related in terms of
the interaction between them and the information which
they share. We use V Watt to denote the specification of
view plane and camera attributes. In addition, the view-
ing subspace also contains one or more image buffers,
IB1; IB2; :::; IBk. Later we will see these buffers may be
used for some unconventional ‘images’. The generation of



these ‘images’ thus becomes the primary goal of the opera-
tions in the viewing subspace. These operations are collec-
tively defined as a filter FV .

From the camera, rays are cast into the scene (or the
world subspace). As we treat each ray as an independent
entity, we define a single ray casting as a filter FR. FV and
FR are not operated in a sequential manner, but much in a
master-slave fashion.

Note that with NPR rendering, rays may not correspond
to the pixels in image buffers in either number or order. It is
also common that each ray, FR may update more than one
pixel in each image buffer. Unlike the techniques associated
with the modelling space, artistic effects applied here do not
change the scene permanently. They are repeatable by using
the same rendering techniques again but their only legacy is
the output images that they produce. The vast amount of in-
formation available at this stage means that a great number
of effects can be produced. For this reason, the rendering
space in a surface-based graphics pipeline has been a focus
in NPR (e.g. [3, 21]). One factor worth noting is that, as
the techniques are mostly implemented in FR, the gener-
ated artistic effects are often view-dependent. This means
that great care must be taken in generating coherent frames
for an animation, and indeed, a substantial number of previ-
ous NPR implementation in the rendering space do generate
undesirable artefacts when animated [22].

2.3. Image Space

Image space, as defined in this paper, encompasses all
techniques which manipulate 2D images, including those
for image processing [23]. This was the first and, to date,
most extensively exploited domain for generating NPR ef-
fects despite its lack of spatial information [2, 8, 24]. This
is partially due to the availability of real-life images, and
partially due to the difficulties in tempering any graphics
pipeline provided in a commercial package. Certain tech-
niques successfully extracted from a graphics pipeline addi-
tional 3D information associated with a synthesised image.
With such information, they demonstrated an extra degree
of accuracy and capability in producing NPR effects.

Our pipeline is designed to forward necessary 3D in-
formation, such as depth and normals, to the image space
through multiple image buffers, fIB1; IB2; :::; IBkg. In
most cases, the generation of such 3D information is a ne-
cessity in the rendering space, and takes little extra comput-
ing time. As only 2D buffers are used to store the infor-
mation, the extra storage requirement is relatively insignifi-
cant in comparison with storage space for volume datasets.
Given a set of image buffers, the operations in the image
space are collectively defined by filter FI as a mapping from
these buffers to an final resultant image IM .

2.4. Parameter Control

The homogenous nature of data flowing in the above
pipeline can be exploited in many ways. Firstly images can
be treated as a special case of volume datasets. Secondly,
many effects can be defined and implemented as a volume
dataset or a scalar field. Our pipeline is completed with a
large number of expressive and NPR filters, many of which
are stored in the form of control volumes. All control vol-
umes have a similar access interface, though each may be
stored as a volume dataset, a mathematical expression, or
a procedure. As illustrated in Figure 3, when various data
flows through the pipeline, parameters for expressive and
NPR effects trigger the interaction between the data and ap-
propriate control volumes.

Figure 3. A control volume in action.

The possible ways of using such a control volume are
numerous. It may simply contain a scaling value for ev-
ery voxel in a volume object to change the shape of isosur-
faces or, in a different situation, may provide a complicated
mathematical mapping that defines 3D NPR strokes. Fig-
ures 4(a-c) show three examples of using control volumes
to (a) perform distortion, (b) modify opacity, and (c) apply
a mathematical solid texture.

3. Artistic Modelling

In volume graphics there are two general approaches
for the introduction of expressive effects into the model,
namely, by manipulating existing features and by introduc-
ing NPR features directly.

3.1. Artistic Manipulation

Consider a volume object O as defined in Section 2.1. It
is possible to introduce expressive effects by altering the at-
tributes ofO. Perhaps the most powerful branch of these ef-
fects can be produced by simply manipulating Xgeo, which
determines the iso-surfaces inO and normal estimation dur-
ing the rendering. In addition, any alteration prior to the



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. Examples of artistic manipulation.

data classification stage (Figure 2) may also influence other
fields if they are absent in the raw datasets. The control
volume is an effective mechanism for implementing filters
for such manipulation. Modifications can also be made to
Xopacity, Xred, Xgreen and Xblue in a similar manner. Our
pipeline is currently equipped with the following set of fil-
ters:

� fdistort(X;C) ) X 0, where X and X 0 are volume
datasets or scalar fields and C is a 3-variate control
volume for controlling the translation in x; y and z

directions respectively. The filter assigns each voxel
x0 2 X 0 with a scalar value in X at the position
which is a translation of the corresponding x 2 X

by (cx; cy; cz) 2 C. Figure 4(a) was generated using
such a filter, and shows a distinct change to the geom-
etry of the model. The control volumes for fdistort are
typically computed using various volume distortion al-
gorithms [25].

� fscale(X;C) ) X 0, where C is a single-variate con-
trol volume. The filter essentially multiplies each
voxel x 2 X by the corresponding scalar value de-
fined by C. Figure 4(b) shows the application of such
a filter to the Xopacity field of the volume object.

� fstroke(X;Catt)) X 0, whereCatt is a set control pa-
rameters, for specifying stroke type, size, density, etc.
The filter samples voxels in X randomly or according
to the specified density, and it replaces each sampled
x with ‘stroke’ in a subdomain in X 0 corresponding to

x. Figure 4(d) gives a simple example where spherical
strokes are applied to a volume object by this filter.

� flookup(X;CLUT ) ) X 0, where CLUT is a look-
up table. This filter is a standard component in most
volume-based graphics pipelines for data classifica-
tion. They can also be utilised to produce expressive
effects. For instance, the Xred field of the model in
Figure 4(c) was defined as flookup(Xnoise; CLUT ) )
Xred, and Xgreen and Xblue were defined in a similar
manner.

One major strength of a volume representation is the in-
herent presence of 3D opacity and colour information in the
model. Thus artistic effects that may only be introduced
as textures in a surface-based pipeline can now be actually
modelled. These alterations will therefore not show any of
the commonly seen anomalies, such as the shower door ef-
fect, in animation.

3.2. Artistic Additions

With artistic additions, expressive features are created
and introduced directly into a volume object. Here we fo-
cus on physical objects such as strokes and masks which
are incorporated into an existing volume object to form a
composite object. Those effects, which are only defined as
additional attributes in Oatt at this stage, but are realised in
later stages of the pipeline, will be considered in later sec-
tions.

One tool which has been found highly useful for the in-
troduction of these effects is constructive volume geometry
(CVG) [26], which is a major generalisation of constructive
surface geometry (CSG). CVG is designed to work with
volume datasets and mathematically defined scalar fields,
and it operates in the real domain R.

Some interesting effects, such as those shown in Fig-
ure 5 can be generated by combining two or more vol-
umes together using CVG. In Figure 5(a) three volumes are
used: a CT dataset and two 3D stroke volumes coloured
differently. The distribution of the 3D strokes can be con-
trolled in a number of ways. In this case, detractors and
attractors, which are specified as invisible light sources,
are used to control the position and density of the strokes.
The CVG operation used to generate this image is O =
(OG [ OP ) \ Ohead where OG and OP are two stroke
volumes, and Ohead is a CT dataset. A reference image
is shown in the corner of Figure 5(a), which was generated
by the CVG operation O0 = O [Oskull .

A further example showing the introduction of paint
splats is given in Figure 5(b). Once again the splats are
directly added to the model thus creating an effect which
will generate totally coherent animation sequences. One
medium of traditional art which can be replicated easily



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5. Artistic additions using CVG.

using CVG is sculpture. Figure 5(c) shows the CT head
that has the stroke volume OG subtracted from it, that is,
O = Ohead�OG. As the stokes are concentrated around the
surface of the head, this gives the effect of a rough carving
technique. In our pipeline, the CVG method can be viewed
in abstract as a filter fCVG(op;Oa; Ob) ) Oc, which can
be applied to volume objects recursively. Figure 5(d) shows
the application of a more complex CVG term.

4. Artistic Rendering

There are two fundamental approaches to the direct ren-
dering of volume objects, namely ray casting and forward
projection. The former is further classified into direct vol-
ume rendering [12] which treats a volume as an amorphous
object, and direct surface rendering [27] which is interested
in one or more iso-surfaces in the volume. The latter is rep-
resented by work on projecting voxels as solid 2D or 3D
objects in the early days, lately as amorphous objects as in
splatting [13]. The rendering stage in our pipeline is based
on the ray casting mechanism, and it supports both direct
volume rendering and direct surface rendering. In addi-
tion, rays can also be fired from randomly selected pixels
in the image plane, and this is particularly useful in produc-
ing some NPR effects.

It is at the rendering stage that we have the richest con-
centration of information that can be used for generation
of various expressive and NPR effects. From the defini-
tion of the viewing system, through to the final rendering

of the colour at each pixel in a synthesised image we have
opportunities to introduce artistic effects by manipulating
the viewing system, normals, opacity, colour, geometry, iso-
surface, textures and hypertextures.

4.1. Viewing System

As traditional computer graphics focuses on the synthe-
sis of photorealistic images, the viewing system is normally
designed to simulate a conventional camera in a reason-
ably accurate manner. In such a viewing system, a flat im-
age plane represents the film in a camera, while rays fired
from a focal point into the scene follow the reverse paths of
real light rays. Any manipulation of this system will lead
to anomalies in the synthesised image. By careful control
of these manipulations these anomalies can be directed so
that they produce pleasing expressive effects. Work has
been previously published on using fields to bend the ray
paths [28] and produce interesting effects in images. We
have incorporated a similar feature in our pipeline as a fil-
ter for manipulating primary rays, fray(R; V Watt) ) R0,
whereR andR0 are data structures of rays, and V Watt con-
tains all attributes of a viewing system.

Figure 6. ‘Meeting of minds’.

The filter transforms a flat image plane into a curved
plane, and warps the direction of each ray according to the
new image plane before firing it into the scene. The shape of
the image plane is defined by a Catmull-Rom spline and can
take almost any shape with appropriate control parameters.
The link between the warped rays with the original image
plane is maintained, and the synthesised pixel values can
then be mapped back onto a flat image giving extremely in-
teresting visual effects. The images shown in Figure 6 give
the impression of two skulls merging where there is in fact
only one. The image on the right uses a tighter curve than
that on the left.

4.2. Normals

During ray casting (i.e. in the ray subspace), each ray is
sampled at regular intervals in searching for an intersection
with a specific iso-surface (in direct surface rendering) or
non-transparent matter (in direct volume rendering). When
a ray hits the specific iso-surface or a non-transparent sam-
pling point, a normal is estimated, usually using the central



difference method. Manipulation of this data has been used
to generate a variety of effects in surface based graphics
pipelines. Bump mapping is perhaps the most well known
example of such effects. In our pipeline, a normal N can be
manipulated in a number of ways, including the use of fil-
ters defined in the previous sections. For instance, fdistort
can be applied to each dimensional element of a normal at
the sampling point in relation to its position in the local vol-
ume subspace.

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Painting with normals.

In addition, a special filter fnpr-shade(R; t;N;Catt) is
used to shade a sampling point with NPR effects, where R
is a ray, t is a sampling point, N is the sampled normal at
t, and Catt is a set of control parameters. We can easily
observe the difference between fnpr-shade and a traditional
shading filter where the normal would be used to translate
the sampled colour into a shaded colour. The fnpr-shade

filter determines a shaded colour without the knowledge of
the sampled colour. Moreover, it normally applies colour
to a number of pixels in the image plane, facilitating the
painting of a stroke.

In Figure 7(a) the normals themselves are drawn as
strokes onto the image, after being rotated according to the
corresponding ray direction. This gives the impression of
a coarsely drawn pencil sketch. Similar to a photorealis-
tic illumination model, the size and density of NPR strokes
can also be influenced by light sources. Figure 7(b) shows
an image generated using a prioritised hashing texture [7],
where the priority is determined by an illumination model.

4.3. Colour and Opacity

We have already discussed the introduction of artis-
tic effects through the modification of opacity and colour
fields in the modelling stage. Many such modifications can
also be implemented in the rendering stage using filters,
though it is usually more expensive in terms of computa-
tion. The major difference is that these filters are normally
implemented in the general form of f(R; t; x; C) ) x 0 or
f(R; t; x; Catt) ) x0 instead of f(X;C) ) X 0, where x
and x0 are scalar values, while X and X 0 are fields. The
main advantage of manipulating colour and opacity at this

stage is the possibility of producing effects independent
from the resolution of volume datasets, and those depen-
dent on rendering parameters such as z-depth, ray direction
and light sources.

4.4. Geometry

The position, size and shape of objects can be used
evocatively to add “expressions” in a graphics scene. Of-
ten the human artist may present things out of context or
proportion for some kind of emphasis. Traditional volume
rendering requires that we make the majority of these types
of classifications at modelling time, however in our volume
graphics pipeline, a number of these decisions can be de-
ferred to rendering space.

For example we can extract from a 3D scene the distance
of objects from the viewpoint. This can be used to over-
come the complex problem encountered in 2D image anal-
ysis of which pixels are part of which object. Particularly

Figure 8. Using distance
information.

when overlapping
objects are of
the same colour
or are similarly
shadowed. Fig-
ure 8 shows an
outline image of
a plane drawn
according to the
relative distance
information [29].

4.5. Texture Mapping

A powerful technique often made use of in both photore-
alistic and NPR graphics is texture mapping, which applies
desirable surface details to an object by utilising a 2D or 3D
texture during the rendering process. As a volume is mod-
elled by either a volume dataset or a scalar field, solid tex-
tures [30] work extremely well with a volume object. The
concept of control volume in our pipeline means that such a
texture can be integrated into the rendering stage in a man-
ner consistent with other artistic effects.

Figure 9(a) shows an image rendered with a mathe-
matically defined texture which determines the colour un-
der the control of an illumination model [19]. When
a specific iso-surface is detected at t, we apply a
composite operation to the sampling point as fol-
lows (i) fnpr-shade(R; t;N;Catt) ) intensity, (ii)
Catt:density � (1 � intensity) ) Catt:density, (iii)
ftexture(R; t; Catt) ) colour. This particular fnpr�shade
applies a simple shading algorithm to determine the light
intensity at the sampling point. This intensity value is then
used to alter the density of the NPR texture to be applied to



the point. ftexture returns a colour (grey-level in this case)
indicating if the sampling point is on the ink-path, which
would be evenly distributed around the head if the density
remained a constant. Such a composite operation is called
a macro-filter in our pipeline. Our ray casting algorithm is
also capable of combining photo-realistic and NPR render-
ing as demonstrated by Figure 9(b).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9. Texture mapping.

4.6. Hypertextures

Traditional textures exist only on the object in question.
Using hypertextures [31, 32] an effect can be built that fills
some of the space around the object. Such textures are con-
trolled by the density of a surface boundary, which can be
obtained by calculating the distance to that surface.

In the case of a volume object, we normally consider a
specific iso-surface. The density values are usually stored
in a distance volume where each voxel value holds the min-
imum distance from the voxel to the iso-surface. A filter
fdistvol(X;�) takes a volume X and an iso-value �, and
computes a distance volume. Because the iso-surface is
usually not mathematically definable, fdistvol computes D
through a series of distance transforms [32]. In general,
hypertexture can be viewed as the application of a filter to
a distance volume. Such an operation often involves four
types of functions, noise, turbulence, bias (which controls
the density variation), and gain (which controls the rate at
which density changes). The general form of the Hyper-
texture is fhypertexture(R; t; d; Catt) ) hopacity; colouri.

Many hypertextures can be generated in this way. The im-
age shown in Figure 9(c) shows a melting hypertexture ap-
plied the skull dataset. The epitomal ‘jaw dropping’ experi-
ence. Figure 9(d) illustrates the use of low frequency noise
applied across the whole skull surface.

5. Artistic Image Composition

There is a rich collection of NPR algorithms for process-
ing photographs and synthesised images in an artistic man-
ner. Many of these algorithms rely almost entirely on the
RGB information in an image itself, the resultant images of-
ten lack a hint of spatial cue, especially when dealing with
images synthesised from 3D scenes. There are a number
of such algorithms available at this stage of the pipeline as
filters [24], in the form of fimage(IM;Catt)) IM 0, how-
ever, here we focus on algorithms that are designed to utilise
3D information and produce spatial cue in the final result.

As mentioned briefly in Section 2, not only can the ren-
dering stage of our pipeline produce a synthesised image
for the image space, it can also forward spatial informa-
tion in the form of images. For example, the value of t at
which each ray hits an iso-surface can be collectively stored
in an IB with real values. Similarly, normals and curvatures
can also be forwarded [19]. With this spatial information,
the synthesised image can be repainted with some artistic
effects using a filter frepaint(IB1; IB2; :::; IBk; Catt) )
IM . Figure 10 shows a pen and ink image rendered in im-
age space (large image) based on a combination of informa-
tion in several image buffers (small images) that represent
distance, normals, shade, vertical curvature and horizontal
curvature. This approach is called 2+D NPR rendering.

f r
ep
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Figure 10. 2+D Pen and ink painting.



6. Conclusions

In this paper it has been demonstrated that expressive
and NPR effects can be introduced at almost every stage of
a volume-based graphics pipeline. The effects introduced
in the modelling space have the desirable coherency for an-
imation; those realised in the rendering space have access
to a variety of information; and those implemented in the
image space have shown their capability in producing the
profound realism of human drawings.

Significantly, in addition to those effects previously im-
plemented in surface-based pipelines, we have introduced
some new effects that utilise information intrinsic to vol-
ume representations. Some of these new effects (e.g. opac-
ity manipulation) would present a significant challenge in
a surface-based graphics pipeline. Volume representations
also make the implementation of these effects easier as most
of them are specified by a volume dataset or a scalar field.
The concepts of filters and control volumes have shown a
degree of consistency in the design and implementation of
the pipeline, though they are not always the most efficient
in terms of computation and storage.

We believe strongly that there is enormous potential for
artistic modelling and rendering with volume representa-
tions, especially if the techniques are placed in the hands
of an artist. Our future work will focus on a sophisticated
mechanism for hierarchical specification of filters, which
would facilitate less storage requirement, and potentially
faster computation. This will enable us to transfer our re-
search pipeline into a practical software tool.
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